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Abstract
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are the most powerful events in the universe, and are promising standard candles for cosmological studies. The data from NASA's Swift satellite reveal a distribution
for the GRB number density that peaks at a redshift between 1 and 3. In this paper, we classify
GRBs based on their duration and discuss the origin of their progenitors. We shed light on the
formation mechanism of supermassive black holes and massive stars at the early universe, and
show how this process and other related events can lead to a relatively high number of GRBs that
peak at high redshift.
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1. Introduction
Gamma-ray bursts are extremely energetic explosions that hold great promise as cosmological probes of the
early universe [1]. They were serendipitously discovered by the Vela satellites in the 1960s [2], and although a
great deal of effort has gone into understanding their origin, the precise physical mechanism behind their formation remains elusive. Burst duration depends upon the mechanism involved and the nature of the progenitor and
its environment. Bursts can last from tens of milliseconds to several minutes. A burst is usually followed by a
longer-lived afterglow that appears at larger wavelengths [1]. Traditionally, GRBs have been classified, based
on their duration, into long bursts (LGRBs) with T90 > 2 s, and short bursts (SGRBs) with T90 < 2 s, where T90 is
the duration needed to accumulate 90% of the burst’s fluence [3]. Recent observations reveal the existence of a
third class of GRBs that exhibit a very short duration with T90 < 0.1 s [4]. The durations’ distributions for the
different classes are very broad with a significant overlap, which renders the classification based on duration
along a difficult task. The most powerful GRBs are characterized by a narrow beam of intense radiation released
during a supernova or hypernova event, and are believed to be due to a collapse of a massive star followed by
the formation of a compact object. Beaming effects are usually associated with LGRBs, and observations suggest significant variation in the jet angle ranging between 2 and 20 degrees [5]. The focusing of energy in a narrow jet causes the gamma rays emitted by most bursts to miss the Earth and never be detected. Short GRBs, on
the other hand, are less collimated than long GRBs [6], and may sometimes be not collimated at all [7].
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In the first part of this paper we introduce the collapsor model in which a massive star collapses to form a
black hole. Subsequently, in the second part, we discuss the various models leading to SGRBs. This section is
followed by a discussion of the possible mechanisms explaining the origin of the jets. The last section of the paper discusses the origin of certain energetic events that may lead to the formation GRBs in the early universe;
this, in turn, may help explain the observed GRB redshift distribution.

2. The Collapsor Model
Observations of some long GRBs reveal a supernova connection. The most widely accepted mechanism involves the collapse of the core of an extremely massive, low-metallicity, rapidly rotating star to form a black
hole [8]. The infalling matter swirls into a high density accretion disk and drives a pair of relativistic jets along
the rotation axis [9]. The jets pummel through the stellar envelope and eventually interact with the stellar surface
and radiate gamma rays. According to this model, the minimum angular momentum needed is basically the value associated with the last stable orbit around a black hole which, for non-rotating black holes is given by [10]:

=
J 2 ( 3) GM =
c 4.6 × 1016  M BH 3M   cm 2 /s
12

(1)

where G is the universal gravitational constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum, MBH is the mass of the black
hole, and M BH is the solar mass. For rotating black holes with a M  parameter a = 1 , it is given by [11]

=
J 2GM ( 3) =
c 1.5 × 1016  M BH 3M   cm 2 /s
12

(2)

The afterglow emission appears at a longer wavelength, ranging from X-rays to radio waves. This process is
relatively well understood and is usually explained in terms of energy or matter moving outward at nearly the
speed of light. The collision of matter with the interstellar gas causes a relativistic shock-wave that propagates
forward into interstellar space, while a second shock wave propagates back into the ejected matter. Strong local
magnetic fields accelerate energetic electrons in the shock wave causing synchrotron emission across most of
the electromagnetic spectrum [12] [13]. This model has been successful in explaining the behavior of many observed afterglows.
Alternative models for LGRBs replace the central black hole with a newly formed magnetar [14], keeping all
other aspects of the model the same. LGRBs in our Milky Way galaxy are likely to come from the death of
Wolf-Rayet stars.

3. Origin of Short GRBs
The collapsor model is unable to explain all types of GRBs. Observations reveal that some short duration GRBs
may occur in systems in which there are no star formation processes. Several models have been advanced to explain the origin of SGRBs. The most favored model involves the merger of a binary system of two compact objects, whereby both stars spiral slowly toward each other, releasing energy via gravitational radiation [15] [16],
until suddenly the tidal forces rip the prgenitors apart and the system collapses into a black hole. The infalling
matter produces an accretion disk and releases a burst of energy, analogous to the collapsor model. Models proposed to explain the origin of SGRBs identify the binary compact objects as two neutron stars, a neutron star
and a black hole, two black holes, or the evaporation of primordial black holes [17]-[20].

4. Mechanism of Jet Formation
The mechanism causing GRBs to convert energy into radiation is poorly understood, and there is no unequivocally accepted model describing this process [21]. However, recent observations of bright optical counterparts
suggest that inverse Compton scattering is probably behind these events [22]. In this process, low energy photons are up-scattered to gamma-ray energies by relativistic electrons [23].

5. Processes Unique to the Early Universe
Current theoretical models suggest that the formation of GRBs is intimately related to black holes for all classes
of GRBs. During the past few decades, several models have been advanced to explain the presence of massive
or supermassive black holes in galaxy centers at redshifts corresponding to the era of the early universe. The
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crucial issue that remains is how the original black holes formed in the first place. In what follows, we shall investigate various possible channels that lead to the formation of black holes in the early universe.

5.1. Population III Stars
Black holes in the early universe were formed via various channels that depend on the local environment reigning in proto-galaxies. In the early universe, Population III stars are expected to form. These stars are massive,
metal-free objects comprising the first generation of stars after the Big Bang. These stars are postulated to have
formed in mini-halos with masses of the order of 106 M  , and to have collapsed from the highest primordial
density field. The fate of Population III stars depends primarily on their masses. The collapse of 40 - 140 M 
low metallicity stars is predicted to directly form a black hole [24]. When the mass of the Population III star is in
the range 140 to 260 M  , the fate of the star is determined by the electron-positron pair production instability
that leads to supernovae explosions [25] [26]. For yet higher masses (>260 M  ), the fate of the star is determined by the photodisintegration instability. This process leads to the collapse of the star into a black hole [26]
[27]. The final mass of the newly born black hole may reach at half the initial stellar mass [28].

5.2. Gas Dynamics Instabilities
Metal-free or metal poor proto-galaxies are efficient nurseries where black holes can form and grow. In these
systems, supermassive black holes can also be formed directly out of a dense gas cloud [29]-[31]. However,
enriched halos exhibit an efficient cooling process that favors fragmentation and star formation rather than direct
black hole formation. In metal-free gas clouds that characterize the very first proto-galaxies, the collapse is expected to occur only in massive halos with virial temperatures Tvir > 104 K, where the formation of molecular
hydrogen is inhibited, whereas atomic hydrogen becomes an efficient agent for cooling down the tenuous gas
until it reaches 4000 K [32].
Local instabilities in a self-gravitating galactic disks can be calculated using the Toomre stability parameter
defined as

Q=

csκ
πGΣ

(3)

where Σ is the surface mass density, cs is the speed of sound, and κ = 2V R is the epicyclical frequency, and
V is the circular velocity of the disk of radius R. Gravitational instabilities occur when Q approaches a critical
value Qc. These instabilities might lead to mass infall rather than fragmentation and star formation, provided that
destabilization of the system is kept below a threshold value where the inflow rate is below a critical threshold
M
= 2α c3 G
(4)
max

c s

Here, α c is the viscosity parameter. The Toomre stability criterion requires that Tvir ∝ M h2 3 , where M h2 3
is the mass of the DM halo [33]. The upper limit of the mass that can contribute to MBH formation is determined by the mass and spin parameter of the halo.

5.3. Collapse of Supermassive Stars
Gas dynamic processes may lead to the formation of supermassive stars (SMS) that may collapse, under certain
conditions, to form a massive black hole (MBH). Gas accumulated around the center of the halo can reach 104 to
106 M  [32]. It has been shown that the rotation of SMS of a given mass, that are supported by radiation
pressure, cannot halt the collapse, and thus MBHs is likely to form [34]. In systems where mass accumulation is
fast enough, the outer layers of SMS are not thermally relaxed during much of the lifetime of a main sequence
star [35]. These stars exhibit complex structures with a convective core surrounded by a convectively stable
envelope containing most of the star’s mass. Hydrogen burning in the core of these stars is relatively low, and
continues throughout most of their massive stage. When hydrogen is exhausted, the SMS will contract and suffer catastrophic neutrino losses that lead to their collapse to a black hole of a few solar masses.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, the origin and the evolution of gamma-ray burst were presented. Furthermore, we have suggested
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that some events associated with the formation of galaxies are unique and occur only in the early universe. We
propose that the formation of Population III stars or supermassive stars and their collapse into black holes is a
viable source of gamma-ray bursts. Other processes resulting from gas dynamic instabilities may give rise, under
certain conditions, to the formation of supermassive black holes. Black holes may also merge to form supermassive black holes at the centers of galaxies. Thus, the early universe is a fertile environment for the creation of
black holes, and gamma-ray bursts may be a natural product of these black holes.
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